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ABSTRACT

Concentrating Photovoltaics (CPV) with
parabolic concentrator use less PV material and yet
a reasonably high power output. For this reason
cost effective, require lower capital investment, and have
the potential for large scale solar power generation. For this
paper, we studied CPV using a truncated Compound
Parabolic Concentrator (CPC). The aim of this paper was to
develop an analytical methodology to estimate the annual
power output of a stationary CPV and to assess its
performance. Different orientations of the CPV were
considered and their impact on the annual performance of
the CPV was studied. The CPV performance was compared
with that of a flat plate module (FPM). Experimental
verification of the methodology was done with a prototype
cell having a theoretical concentration of 2.9.

1. INTRODUCTION

The increasing cost of silicon and other photovoltaic
materials has been driving up the cost of manufacturing a
photovoltaic module. Alternatives to conventional FPM are
being sought as there is a demand for ways to reduce the
price of the module and make it more competitive. CPV
promises to be an efficient alternative to an FPM
price. A truncated CPC is employed in the CPV to focus the
sun into a narrow strip of PV material, thus
reduction in the use of expensive photovoltaic material and
lowering the cost of the entire module significantly.

However, their economic advantage is offset by the smaller
window of power production. The CPV cannot harvest all
the incident radiation available. There is a window of
acceptable incident radiation, whose limits are defined by
the acceptance angle of the CPC.
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Concentrating Photovoltaics (CPV) with a compound
parabolic concentrator use less PV material and yet provide

reasonably high power output. For this reason they are
cost effective, require lower capital investment, and have

solar power generation. For this
we studied CPV using a truncated Compound

Parabolic Concentrator (CPC). The aim of this paper was to
methodology to estimate the annual

power output of a stationary CPV and to assess its
performance. Different orientations of the CPV were
considered and their impact on the annual performance of
the CPV was studied. The CPV performance was compared

hat of a flat plate module (FPM). Experimental
verification of the methodology was done with a prototype
cell having a theoretical concentration of 2.9.

The increasing cost of silicon and other photovoltaic (PV)
ng up the cost of manufacturing a

photovoltaic module. Alternatives to conventional FPM are
being sought as there is a demand for ways to reduce the
price of the module and make it more competitive. CPV
promises to be an efficient alternative to an FPM, at a lower
price. A truncated CPC is employed in the CPV to focus the
sun into a narrow strip of PV material, thus effecting a
reduction in the use of expensive photovoltaic material and
lowering the cost of the entire module significantly.

economic advantage is offset by the smaller
The CPV cannot harvest all

the incident radiation available. There is a window of
whose limits are defined by

Each CPC has a fixed acceptance angle for a particular
concentration ratio (CR). At a higher CR, the acceptance
angle is lower and thus the CPV will receive sunlight for
lesser amount of time. If the profile angle of the beam
incident solar radiation is less than
the CPV, then it is received inside the CPV. As the sun
moves across the sky during the day, the solar profile angle
varies, and with it the solar beam irradiation received inside
the CPV also varies. Although
reflected components of solar irradiation enter the CPV
irrespective of the solar profile angle
of the CPV controls their entry inside the CPV.
is critical to orient the CPV suitably with respect to its
acceptance angle, in order to maximize its performance.

2. METHODOLOGY

2.1. Orientation

The orientation of the CPV with respect to alignment of
CPC makes a difference to the amount of radia
receives. The profile angle is diffe
We considered two orientations in which it may be aligned.
They shall be called Orientation
are shown in Fig 1.

Fig. 1: Orientation-1(left); Orientation
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C has a fixed acceptance angle for a particular
concentration ratio (CR). At a higher CR, the acceptance
angle is lower and thus the CPV will receive sunlight for
lesser amount of time. If the profile angle of the beam
incident solar radiation is less than the acceptance angle of
the CPV, then it is received inside the CPV. As the sun
moves across the sky during the day, the solar profile angle
varies, and with it the solar beam irradiation received inside

Although, the scattered diffuse and
reflected components of solar irradiation enter the CPV
irrespective of the solar profile angle, the acceptance angle
of the CPV controls their entry inside the CPV. Therefore, it

critical to orient the CPV suitably with respect to its
acceptance angle, in order to maximize its performance.

of the CPV with respect to alignment of the
ence to the amount of radiation it

receives. The profile angle is different for each orientation.
We considered two orientations in which it may be aligned.
They shall be called Orientation-1 and Orientation-2, and

Orientation-2 (right)
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2.1.1 Orientation-1

First we consider the CPV aligned parallel to the length of
the CPC (i.e., east-west). Here, east-west is a notation we
have used to indicate the alignment of the CPC with respect
to the CPV module. Fig 2 shows the orientation relative to a
simulated sloped roof. In this scenario, the profile angle of
the incident solar beam normal radiation is given by a
familiar equation, similar to the profile angle for an FPM:
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Fig. 2: Experimental setup (top); Close up of the cell in
Orientation-1 (bottom)

However, in order to find out if the sunlight enters the CPV
at any given hour, we employ a trigonometric relation
between the profile angle, slope of the CPV and the
acceptance angle. For the solar profile angle satisfying this
relation, the beam radiation enters the CPV, in all other
cases, the beam radiation does not enter the CPV. This
relation is valid as long as the solar altitude angle is
positive, or when the sun is above the horizon and the
module.
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Where, the acceptance angle aaୡ୮ୡ is given by the formula:

aaୡ୮ୡ = sinିଵ൬
1

CR
൰

We assume that the aforementioned conditions have to be
satisfied each hour of the day for the CPV to receive
incident radiation. Conversely, the number of hours the
equation is satisfied, that many hours of beam normal
radiation enter the CPV. In other words, we ignore the
irradiation that may enter from the sides of the CPC which
is assumed to be made of plastic or glass.

The collector azimuth aw is left as a variable in the
derivation of the equations to allow for different roof
orientations even though we call our orientations of the CPC
east-west and north-south for convenience in labeling
purposes.

2.1.2 Orientation-2

Secondly, the CPV could be aligned normal to the length of
the CPC (i.e., north-south). In this case, the profile angle of
the solar radiation has to be derived using a three
dimensional model. We used vector geometry to arrive at a
formula to compute this angle. Fig 3 and 4 show the
relationship between the various vectors that are in the plane
of the CPV and are used to calculate the profile angle. The
unit vectors i, j, and k define the local coordinate system and
are pointing to the south, east, and vertical (a “flag pole”
normal to the horizontal plane).
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Fig. 3: The Vector Diagram of Orientation-2

Pሬሬ⃗= ı̂ sin a୵  ଌƸ�� ��୵

Note that even though P is in the horizontal plane, it is also
in the plane of the base of the CPC and the PV.

Nሬሬሬ⃗= ı̂ cos a୵ ���Ⱦ ଌƸ���Ⱦ����୵ + kcos β

Sሬሬ⃗= ı̂ cos aୱ���� ଌƸ����ୱsinz + kcosz

Sሬ⃗. Nሬሬ⃗= cos i

Sሬ⃗. Pሬሬ⃗= cos i

Sሬ⃗. Nሬሬ⃗ ൌ ቀඥcosଶaୱsinଶz + sinଶaୱsinଶz + cosଶzቁ�Ǥ

ቀඥcosଶa୵ sinଶβ + sinଶa୵ sinଶβ + cosଶβቁǤ�� � �

Sሬ⃗. Nሬሬ⃗ ൌ ቀඥsinଶz(cosଶaୱ+ sinଶaୱ) + cosଶz ቁ�Ǥ

ቀඥsinଶβ(sinଶa୵ + cosଶa୵ �) + cosଶβቁǤ�� � �

Sሬ⃗. Nሬሬ⃗= ඥsinଶz(1) + cosଶz.ඥsinଶβ(1) + cosଶβ. cos i
= cos i

Sሬ⃗. Pሬሬ⃗ൌ ቀඥcosଶaୱ�sinଶz + sinଶaୱ���sinଶz + cosଶzቁǤ�

ቀඥsinଶa୵ + cosଶa୵ቁǤ�� � �

Sሬ⃗. Pሬሬ⃗= ඥsinଶz. (cosଶaୱ�+ sinଶaୱ��) + cosଶz.√1. cos i

Sሬ⃗. Pሬሬ⃗= ඥsinଶz + cosଶz.√1. cos i = √1.√1. cosi

Fig. 4: The profile view of the CPV in Orientation-2 along
“North-South”

Sሬ⃗. Pሬሬ⃗= 1. cos i

tan θp2 =
Sሬ⃗. Nሬሬ⃗

Sሬ⃗. Pሬሬ⃗
=

cos i

cos i
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Hence,

θp2 =  tanିଵ(
cos i

cos i
)

Also, from the dot product of ܵ⃗ and ሬ⃗ܲ, we obtain the
incident angle on that plane to be,

�� � ே݅ ൌ �� � ௦ܽܽ����ݖ��� ௪  �� � ௪ܽ ����ܽ ௦ݖ���

In order to evaluate the sunlight hours received by the CPV,
the profile angle θp2 is compared with the acceptance angle
for each hour of the day. If the profile angle is less than the
acceptance angle, the beam radiation enters the CPV, else it
does not.

2.2 Diffuse Radiation

For a low concentrating and stationary CPV, there is some
amount of scattered diffuse radiation which manages to
reach inside it and hit the PV at the bottom. In this study, we
quantified it to be a fraction of the global diffuse radiation
and the ground reflected component of the beam normal
radiation. This fraction is a function of the acceptance angle
of the CPC and the collector slope. We estimated it to be -

fraction =
ʹ ܽܽכ 

π − β

This is geometrically valid for slopes less than 90 degrees,
which seems reasonable.

2.3 Irradiation Calculation

As the number of sun hours harvested by the CPV and the
fraction of diffuse radiation entering inside it is calculated
from the above calculations, we then proceed to estimate the
effective energy received by the CPV. The formulae for the
calculation of the hourly irradiation entering a collector are
used to calculate the amount of energy incident on the CPV,

Iୡ୮୴ = Iୠ ୟୣ୫ + [Rୢ
തതതത∙ Iୈ + R୰

തതത∙ Iୠ ୟୣ୫ ] ∙ fraction

Where, the coefficients Rୢ
തതതതand R୰

തതതare given by,

Rୢ
തതതതൌ ൬

1 + cosβ

2
൰

R୰
തതത= ρǤ൬

1 − cosβ

2
൰

2.4 Electrical Energy Output:

Once the incident energy entering the CPV is estimated, the
next step is to evaluate how much power it produces. In this
study we used a simplified transmittance value of the lens
for our calculations. An important factor to consider is the
temperature, as the CPC gets heated quickly, due to which
there can be significant temperature increase of the CPV
contributing towards lower power output. Thereby, the
temperature losses need to be accounted for and included in
the power output calculation. The electrical energy
produced also depends upon the efficiency of the CPV. This
was found out by conducting some tests on the cell. Hence,
the calculation of the electrical energy produced is as
follows:

ܲ ൌ ௩ܫ� ȉܣ௦ȉߟȉ߬ ȉ(ͳ οܲ)

Where,

οܲ ൌ �οܶܿȉοܲΨ

Electric output of the cell is thus calibrated and then
compared with the experimental results.

3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The model was tested by performing experiments on the
prototype cell. The tests were conducted under a solar lamp

Fig. 5: Comparison of Experimental Results with
Analytical Results at different slopes at 0o azimuth

and the cell was mounted on the apparatus shown in Fig 1.
First, the azimuth was fixed at zero degrees and the slope
was changed to see the performance of the cell in
orientation 1, Fig 5 shows the results. Next, the slope was
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changed at few different azimuths to see the performance of
the cell in orientation 1. Fig 6 shows the results.

4. DISCUSSION

The experiments showed slightly higher energy output
compared with the theoretical calculation, and the difference
gets wider at higher collector slopes (although in Fig 6 due
to very low values of power output at higher slopes, it
appears as though the difference is greater at lower slopes,
but this is not the case). This deviation can be attributed to
a few factors, one of them, discretization uncertainity, due
to the very small current output from the experimental
module. Morover, at higher collector slopes where the

profile angle is outside of the acceptance range, the current
produced is extremely small resulting in higher
discretization uncertainty. Finally, the model is more
conservative due to the fact that the irradiation entering
from the side of the CPC which is made of acrylic has not
been considered. This irradiation could result in an increase
in the power output measured in the experiments.
Nevertheless, the method compares favorably to
experiments results within the limits of experimental
accuracy.

Fig. 6: Comparison of Experimental results with Analytical model results at different azimuths and different slopes
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Fig. 7: Predicted Annual Performance of CPV expressed as a percentage of Annual Flat Plate Module Performance

5. ANNUAL MODEL

The methodology is now implemented for an entire year for
the annual model. The Typical Meteorological Year Three
(TMY3) hourly data from National Renewable Energy
Laboratories, for Concord, New Hampshire was used for
this calculation. The CPV is given a south facing azimuth,
as this study is carried out in the northern hemisphere (it
was also experimentally verified that this is the ideal
collector azimuth). The power output of the CPV at each of
the two orientations for different collector slopes is
evaluated, as can be seen in Fig 7. The performance is
expressed as a percentage of the power output of a flat
module tilted at a similar slope and facing south. The area of
the flat plate module is equal to the aperture area of the
CPV.

6. RESULTS

The annual model as shown in Fig 7 demonstrates that
optimal performance is attained at low roof slopes while the
CPV is aligned “east-west” in orientation-1. However, at
higher collector slopes, CPV aligned “north-south” in
Orientation-2 offers better performance.

7. RECOMMENDATIONS

In future, a more detailed model could be developed
incorporating the irradiation that enters through the side of
the CPC. A module could be built and tested instead of a
cell, for less discretization error. Finally, more tests could be
conducted on the orientation-2. Field tests for prolonged
periods of time could provide useful data on temperature
Effects and point out any errors in the analytic model which
have not surfaced in the laboratory tests. Also, the
transmittance through the plastic could be modeled in more
detail, as a function of incident angle.
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8. NOMENCLATURE

ሬܰሬ⃗ - Vector normal to the base (PV) of the CPC
ܵ⃗ - Vector representing the Sun
ሬ⃗ܲ - Vector in the plane of the PV (at the base of the

CPC) and the horizontal plane.
ଔ�ሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬ⃗ݎܵ - Vector representing the projection of the Sun

vector onto the plane of the normal to the collector
(which is the plane of interest)

௩ܫ - The total incident irradiation reaching inside the
CPV

ܫ - Beam incident irradiation entering the CPV this is
not equal to the entire beam incident irradiation, a
correction is made in the form of the incidence
angle..

ܫ - Diffuse radiation entering the CPV
ߩ - Ground reflectance
οܶܿ - Increase in the temperature of CPV, this is

calibrated from the ambient temperature, when not
measured directly

οܲΨ - Temperature effect on power produced by the PV
[%/℃]. In this study, 0.38%/oC has been used.

௦ܣ - Aperture area of the CPV, which is the area of the
lens

ߟ - Efficiency of the CPV
߬ - Transmittance of the lens material. In this study,

acrylic lens with a transmittance of 0.92 is used
θp1     - Solar profile angle on the CPV in Orientation-1 

(“east-west”)
θp2     - Solar profile angle on the CPV in Orientation-2 

(“north-south”) the angle between the normal Nሬሬ⃗ to
the PV and the projection of the sun ଔሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬሬ⃗ݎܵ onto a
plane defined by ሬܰሬ⃗ and ሬ⃗ܲ

iN - Solar incidence angle on the plane normal to the
collector plane

β - Collector slope
i - Solar incidence angle
aw - Collector azimuth

aacpc - Acceptance angle of the CPC
CR - Concentration Ratio of the CPC (2.9 in this study)
z - Solar zenith angle
α - Solar altitude angle
as - Solar azimuth angle

All angles have been considered in radians.
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